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The political identity of residents of the villas del norte (northern villas) un-
derwent a transformation as a result of Mexican Independence. The shift from
Spanish subjects to Mexican citizens was accompanied by a corresponding
change from racial categories to civic classi�cations. Despite the egalitarian tone
of Mexico’s new constitution (1824), economic class remained the basis for the
new civic categories and the local elite continued to hold political of�ce. The
Mexican government promoted nationalism in the villas del norte through pa-
triotic celebrations, military service, and the discourse of citizenship. Never-
theless, the political schisms between residents of these villas and the national
state increased due to trade restrictions, the national government’s political neg-
lect, and social isolation. Ultimately, the vecinos ignored trade prohibitions and
developed trade links with the United States.

La independencia de México transformó la identidad política de los vecinos de
las villas del norte. El cambio de sujetos españoles a ciudadanos mexicanos fue
acompañado por una conversión de categorías raciales en clasi�caciones cívi-
cas. A pesar de las tendencias igualitarias de la Constitución Mexicana (1824),
las categorías cívicas continuarían basadas en la clase económica, así que la élite
local logró mantener el dominio sobre los puestos políticos. El gobierno mexi-
cano promovió el nacionalismo en las villas del norte a través de las celebraciones
patrióticas, el servicio militar y un discurso que el estado desarrolló respeto a la
ciudadanía. Sin embargo, la distancia política entre los residentes de estas villas
y el estado nacional se aumentó, debido a las restricciones al comercio, la indi-
ferencia política por parte del gobierno nacional y el aislamiento social. En �n,
los vecinos desobedecieron las prohibiciones comerciales y desarrollaron vín-
culos con los Estados Unidos.
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The residents of the villas del norte, a group of seven towns established
along the Rio Grande (Río Bravo) between 1749 and 1784, gradually
drew apart from the central governments of the Spanish colonial and
Mexican national states. The rift emerged during the colonial era and
grew larger throughout the turbulent period of the nascent Mexican
nation. Based primarily on economic and political problems, the dis-
agreements centered on the settlers’ perception of Spanish royal au-
thorities and Mexican government of�cials as unresponsive. Physically
isolated from the centers of political power, the residents also felt re-
moved from the concerns of the leaders of the government. The phys-
ical distance was only one of many obstacles that the settlers faced in
their attempts to explain life on the northern borderlands to their po-
litical superiors. Differences between the economic goals of the residents
and those of government of�cials constituted another hurdle. Because
the colonial and national states needed civilian support for their mili-
tary, they attempted to obtain compliance by fostering allegiance among
the populace. The �nancial and personnel costs of a militar y presence
in the north proved too costly for the settlers, however, and created an
additional barrier. Ultimately, the colonial and national governments’ lack
of knowledge of the social and economic reality of the villas del norte
frayed the weak links that the states sought to strengthen.1

Origins of Villas del Norte

Like others in New Spain’s Far North, most of the �rst settlers of the vil-
las del norte had humble but comfortable origins. They formed part of
a large stream of settlers from nearby provinces who established eight-
een towns in addition to the six villas for a total of twenty-four settle-
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1. José de Escandón recruited families from Nuevo León and Coahuila for the twenty-
three towns he established along Nuevo Santander’s rivers between 1748 and 1755. He
grouped the towns into four sectors to simplify communication among the villas and to
provide an effective defense against Indian attacks and a feared foreign invasion. The lo-
cation of the villas also facilitated their commercial exchange with markets in Nuevo León
and the rest of New Spain. Other considerations played a role as well. The southernmost
group of towns, for example, was located in an area that was easily accessible from neigh-
boring settlements and that already had a small population of earlier Spanish immigrants.
Another cluster of towns was established in the narrowest portion of Nuevo Santander
in order to facilitate communication between Nuevo León and the Gulf Coast. Escandón
placed a third group between the Tamaulipas Vieja and Tamaulipas Nueva mountain ranges
in hope of exerting control over the area’s indigenous inhabitants. The �nal settlement
cluster, known as the villas del norte, lay along the Rio Grande and consisted of Reynosa,
Camargo, Mier, Revilla, Dolores, and Laredo. Refugio became part of the villas del norte
when it was founded in 1784.Patricia Osante, Orígenes del Nuevo Santander, 1748–1772
(Mexico: Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México, 1997), 93–125.



ments in the colony of Nuevo Santander between 1748 and 1756. Royal
authorities had to offer incentives to get them to leave their homes for
an inhospitable frontier with few known mineral deposits of any value.
The attractions consisted of promises of land, money to cover trans-
portation costs, and tax exemptions for the �rst ten years. These in-
ducements proved especially luring to landless families who had been
eking out a living working for owners of large estates or paying high
rents to till a small plot of land. Coming for these reasons and in response
to another compelling motivation were criminals promised pardons for
their crimes of theft, murder, and nonpayment of debts if they joined
the venture.2 Contemporary observers described the original settlers as
consisting of “unsettled families who had sought shelter on haciendas,
paid rent for land or worked for the owners, and would have left for
other provinces if they had not arrived here.”3 Harsher in his assessment
was a visiting government inspector, who described them as “vagabonds
and malefactors.”4

Drawing on their experiences with stockraising as well as favorable
geographic conditions in the villas del norte, the settlers devoted their
energies to cattle production. It required small outlays of money and
few tools, so even those of moderate means could own herds. The lack
of a large indigenous labor force did not hinder their efforts since stock-
raising, unlike agriculture and mining, required few workers. The main
requirements were what they now possessed:grasslands and water. Like
others throughout Nuevo Santander, they obtained large yields from the
livestock, which they introduced from the nearby provinces of Nuevo
León and Coahuila.5

By 1757 the population of the twenty-four towns in the colony had
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2. Oakah L. Jones, Jr., Los Paisanos (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1979),
66, 72;Hubert J. Miller, José de Escandón:Colonizer of Nuevo Santander (Edinburg,Texas:
New Santander Press, 1980), 14, 22; Armando C. Alonzo, Tejano Legacy:Rancheros and
Settlers in South Texas, 1734–1900 (Albuquerque:University of New Mexico Press, 1998),
28–9; Osante, Orígenes del Nuevo Santander, 136–7, 155–7.

3. Osante, Orígenes del Nuevo Santander, 155; Estado General de las Fundaciones
Hechas por D. José de Escandón en la colonia del Nuevo Santander, costa del seno Mex-
icano, I (Mexico: Talleres Grá�cos de la Nación, 1930), 105.

4. David M. Vigness, ed. and trans., “Nuevo Santander in 1795:A Provincial Inspection
by Felix Calleja,” Southwestern Historical Quarterly 75 (April 1972): 477.

5. Ana María Alonso, Thread of Blood: Colonialism, Revolution, and Gender on
Mexico’s Northern Frontier (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1995), 23; Sandra L.
Myres, “The Ranching Frontier: Spanish Institutional Backgrounds of the Plains Cattle In-
dustry,” in David J. Weber, ed., New Spain’s Far Northern Frontier: Essays on Spain in
the American West, 1540–1821 (Dallas: Southern Methodist University Press, 1979), 88;
Armando C. Alonzo, “Tejano Rancheros and Changes in Land Tenure, Hidalgo County,
Texas, 1848–1900” (Ph.D. diss., Indiana University, 1991), 28.
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increased to 8,869 and their livestock to 83,443 head of ganado mayor
(cattle, horses, and mules) along with 285,854 ganado menor (sheep
and goats).6 Among the four sectors of towns in Nuevo Santander, the
villas del norte became the most productive livestock region. Although
the six villas accounted for only 20 percent of the total population in
the settlements, their inhabitants owned over 60 percent of the ganado
menor and more than 40 percent of ganado mayor (see Table 1).

The need for large tracts of pasture as well as dissension between
the settlers and missionaries led royal of�cials to abandon an initial ex-
periment in communal landholding. In 1767, eighteen years after set-
tlement began, authorities ful�lled one of the promises used to attract
settlers by appointing a commission to survey and divide property among
individuals and missions throughout Nuevo Santander. This marked the
�rst major distribution of private land in the Rio Grande Gulf region.7

Agents and Privileged Subjects

During the eighteenth century the goals of the colonial state and the as-
pirations of the settlers who founded the towns in Nuevo Santander, in-
cluding the villas del norte, coincided. To secure its claim to the terri-
tory, New Spain established permanent settlements along its far northern
frontier, such as the Lower Rio Grande region. In turn, the settlers who
moved into this area sought economic opportunity and land. They re-
quired the colonial state’s support and protection to establish their
towns, while royal authorities needed the settlers to develop the land
on behalf of the crown. The con�uence and interdependence of these
goals placed these northern settlers in a favored position. Like other set-
tlers in the northern borderlands, those living in Nuevo Santander were
both agents and privileged subjects of the colonial state.8

The settlers served as agents of the crown by claiming the territory
in the Seno Mexicano (Mexican Gulf ) region for Spain. In addition to
founding towns and setting up municipal governments, they also had to
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6. Osante, Orígenes del Nuevo Santander, 143, 179.
7. Alonzo, “Tejano Rancheros,” 32–3; Estado General, I, 39. Vigness, “Nuevo San-

tander in 1795,” 476, n30;Juan Fidel Zorrilla, Maribel Miró Flaquer,Octavio Herrera Pérez,
Tamaulipas:U na Historia Compartida, 1810–1921, I (Ciudad Victoria, Tamaulipas: Uni-
versidad Autónoma de Tamaulipas, 1993), 24; Miller, José de Escandón, 33–4; Alonzo, Te-
jano Legacy, 35–6; Osante, Orígenes del Nuevo Santander, 158–76.

8. I have borrowed this idea from anthropologist Daniel Nugent. He describes the
non-indigenous settlers of Namiquipa, Chihuahua, between 1778 and 1821 as “simulta-
neously privileged subjects of the (colonial) state and its agents.” Daniel Nugent, “Are We
Not Civilized Men?” Journal of Historical Sociology 2, no. 3 (September 1989): 206–39;
Daniel Nugent, Spent Cartridges of Revolution: An Anthropological History of Nami-
quipa, Chihuahua (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1993), 50.



“pacify” or “reduce” the indigenous populations of the region. Their ac-
tions advanced the interests of the crown because royal authorities
wanted to convert “barbarous” Indians who threatened Spanish settle-
ments into proper “conquered” subjects who could contribute eco-
nomically to Spanish society. Male settlers acted as armed agents of the
state by conquering and decimating the region’s native inhabitants
through provincial volunteer militias under the leadership of each
town’s captain. By integrating the conquered Indians into their society,
both male and female colonists not only served the crown but also helped
themselves because they used the indigenous subjects as workers and
allies to transform the northern frontier into a community of Spanish
towns.9

The colonial state granted several bene�ts to the settlers as privi-
leged subjects. It provided crucial military protection from Indian attacks
by deploying three “�ying squadrons” (compañias volantes) through-
out Nuevo Santander. By placing these squadrons in strategic locations
in the colony, the royal authorities hoped to respond quickly to calls for
military assistance. The inhabitants of the villas del norte, for example,
could request help from the troops stationed in Laredo, who were re-
sponsible for guarding the northern river towns. The state also assisted
the settlers by giving them monetary compensations, supplies, and land
as a reward for moving into the region and claiming it for the crown. As
an additional inducement, the colonial administration exempted the set-
tlers from the payment of taxes during the �rst years of colonization and
on several occasions thereafter.10

The privileges that the colonial state afforded the settlers helped
maintain their allegiance to its authorities. As elsewhere on the north-
ern frontier, the establishment of towns in Nuevo Santander developed
from the strategic interests of New Spain. The settlers obtained certain
advantages precisely because the state needed them. Unlike other areas
of the northern borderlands, such as Chihuahua and California, the col-
onization of Nuevo Santander was more heavily dependent on civilian
settlers. Instead of relying principally on presidial soldiers, who were
expensive to maintain, the government depended on the settlers who
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9. In contrast, Ana María Alonso argues that the Apaches of the Chihuahuan fron-
tier were “never successfully transformed into docile subjects who could be integrated
into the dominant society and economy.” Alonso, Thread of Blood, 25.

10. Juan Fidel Zorrilla, El poder colonial en Nuevo Santander (Mexico: Librería
Manuel Porrúa, 1976), 242; Osante, Orígenes del Nuevo Santander, 257–60; Zorrilla et
al., Tamaulipas , I, 18 (details on removal of exemption in 1767); Florence Johnson Scott,
“Spanish Colonization of the Lower Rio Grande, 1747–1767,” in Essays in Mexican His-
tory, eds. Thomas E. Cotner and Carlos E. Castañeda (Austin: University of Texas, Insti-
tute of Latin American Studies, 1958), 17–18.



doubled as livestock producers and volunteer soldiers. The settlers also
�lled the gap left by the missionaries who failed to convert the indige-
nous peoples of the area in suf�cient numbers. As long as colonial au-
thorities continued to provide land, supplies, tax exemptions, and sup-
plementary militar y assistance, residents of Nuevo Santander remained
loyal subjects, willing to comply with royal directives.11

The military’s control of Nuevo Santander facilitated this political
allegiance. Throughout most of the colonial era, the government of
Nuevo Santander was an independent entity except for brief periods
(1788–1792 and 1813–1821) when it fell under the jurisdiction of the
umbrella government called the Comandancia General de Provincias In-
ternas. On some �scal matters, however, the Intendancy of San Luis Po-
tosí exercised some control over Nuevo Santander. From the initial col-
onization in the mid-eighteenth century, José de Escandón instituted a
municipal system of government in which militar y captains functioned
as political leaders of each town. He selected military commanders for
the civilian milit ias from among the elite landowners. These captains and
their fellow of�cers reported to Escandón who, in turn, answered di-
rectly to the viceroy of New Spain. Through this system of governance,
royal authorities maintained rigid control of political matters and ensured
a disciplined following among the inhabitants of the colony.12

After the viceroy removed Escandón from the of�ce of governor in
1767, the residents of Nuevo Santander enjoyed a brief period during
which they exercised some choice over their leaders. For twenty-seven
years, colonial authorities allowed male landowners to elect town gov-
ernments organized as medios cabildos (modi�ed ayuntamientos or
town councils). The medio cabildo consisted of a justicia mayor (chief
justice) or alcalde, a síndico procurador (public attorney), and two regi-
dores (aldermen) elected each year. Despite this limited reform, militar y
captains and their subordinates captured most of these elected positions
due to their social and political in�uence in each town.13 Military men
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11. A more detailed analysis of the role of the Spanish conquest and the failure of
the Franciscan missionaries is found in the author’s dissertation. See Omar S. Valerio-
Jiménez, “Indios Bárbaros, Divorcées, and Flocks of Vampires: Identity and Nation on the
Rio Grande, 1749–1892” (Ph.D. diss., University of California, Los Angeles, 2001).

12. Zorrilla et al., Tamaulipas , I, 20; For a brief description of the political admin-
istration of the northern provinces of New Spain, see Peter Gerhard, The Northern Fron-
tier of New Spain, rev. ed. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1993), 10–19, 363.

13. Osante, Orígenes del Nuevo Santander, 257; Zorrilla et al., Tamaulipas , I, 16;
Miller, José de Escandón, 14; Juan Fidel Zorrilla, Estudio de la Legislación en Tamauli-
pas, 2a ed., aum. y corregida (Ciudad Victoria: Universidad Autónoma de Tamaulipas, In-
stituto de Investigaciones Históricas, 1980), 12. According to Gilbert Cruz, the síndico
procurador served as a public attorney to defend poor citizens unable to pay legal fees.
However, the síndico procurador also sometimes served as the ayuntamiento’s treasurer.



bene�ted not only from past leadership experience but also from polit-
ical connections to royal authorities and from social prominence re-
sulting from their large landholdings.

In 1794 the colonial state imposed a more direct form of militar y
rule in Nuevo Santander by eliminating the elective municipal of�ces.
Thereafter, the governor appointed a militar y captain as the justicia
mayor (also called the alcalde primero), a sergeant as the síndico procu-
rador, and tenientes or alferezes (�rst or second lieutenants) as regidores.
As towns grew in population, more of�cers were added to the ayun-
tamiento. Refugio’s town council, for example, had one additional mem-
ber, an alcalde segundo (second alcalde), by 1814. To maintain control,
Félix Calleja, the governor of Nuevo Santander, appointed municipal of-
�cials from among the individuals whose names the previous alcalde sub-
mitted. This process of selecting candidates for of�ce was evident in an
1819 exchange of letters between the governor and Refugio’s alcalde.
The governor asked him to submit a list of “the subjects of distinction
who lived in the villa” from which to select town of�cials for the next
year. The standing ayuntamiento chose the following year’s councilmen,
and thereafter the alcalde submitted the list to the governor.14 Inevitably,
the ayuntamiento selected other prominent landowners, including fam-
ily members and friends, for these posts.

By maintaining control of political leadership in municipal govern-
ment, elite landowners determined each town’s polit ical loyalties. The
selection process for the ayuntamiento ensured a small circle of landown-
ers, self-described as the “vecinos más principales” (most prominent
community members), of multiple ayuntamiento positions year after
year.15 As the bene�ciaries of positions of leadership and as the primary
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Gilbert R. Cruz, Let There Be Towns:Spanish Municipal Origins in the American South-
west, 1610–1810 (College Station: Texas A&M Press, 1988), 74–5, 150, 164. Hinojosa ar-
gues that royal of�cials designed the elected alcaldes or justicias mayor as captains. Gilberto
M. Hinojosa, A Borderlands Town in Transition: Laredo, 1755–1870 (College Station:
Texas A&M Press, 1983), 13.

14. Zorrilla, Estudio de la Legislación, 11–12;Zorrilla et al., Tamaulipas , I, 21; Ger-
hard, The Northern Frontier, 363;Miguel Ramos Arizpe, “Memoria presentada a las cortes
por Don Miguel Ramos Arizpe sobre las Provincias Internas de Oriente, 7 de noviembre
de 1811,” in Juan Fidel Zorrilla, Maribel Miró Flaquer, Octavio Herrera Pérez, eds.,
Tamaulipas: Textos de su Historia, 1810–1921, I, (Mexico: Instituto de Investigaciones
Dr. José María Luis Mora, 1990), 17–22; Matamoros Ayuntamiento Archives (hereafter,
MAA), Volume 16, p 28, 1814 (no month or day indicated); Volume 16, p 38, 12 diciem-
bre 1814;Archivo Histórico de Matamoros (hereafter, AHM), Colonial, Caja 1, Expediente
15, 3 septiembre 1819, 13 diciembre 1819.

15. For a list of alcaldes, see Andrés F. Cuellar, De Matamoros a México con sus
gobernantes (Matamoros: Arte Grá�co, 1996), 20. This phrase appears in the following
document:MAA, Volume 16, p 35, 23 octubre 1815.



recipients of monetary assistance and large land grants, the elite veci-
nos had ample reasons to be loyal subjects. Not surprisingly, such men
proclaimed their town’s allegiance to the Spanish king and referred to
him as “our dear monarch.” In of�cial communications, they identi�ed
one another as a “buen vasallo” (good subject) to show their loyalty to
the crown.16 These upper-class men, therefore, constituted the active
political body that made its voice more widely known to royal authori-
ties than did non-elite members of society.

Beyond the elite’s of�cial proclamat ions of loyalty lay the political
identity of typical colonists. Unlike the municipal leaders, non-elite com-
munity members had few opportunities where they were expected to
express loyalty to the crown. Far more common was the residents’ po-
litical identi�cation with the region where they lived. They identi�ed
with the larger area known as the villas del norte and with their partic-
ular town. Their attachment to neighboring villas was based on social
ties to family and friends in those locales and to their continuous coop-
eration with other towns in defending the region against Indian attacks.
Sharing livelihoods and experiencing the same economic dif�culties as
residents of an isolated northern region also strengthened these bonds.
Yet the deepest attachment was more local. For eighteenth-century res-
idents of the villas del norte (like others elsewhere in Mexico’s Far North),
the strongest sense of political identity remained the town. According
to historian David Weber, the political attachment of the vecinos of
Mexico’s Far North was primarily “loyalty to one’s locality, one’s patria
chica, [which]  frequently took precedence over loyalty to the patria, or
nation as a whole.”17

The political attachments of the vecinos were not unusual. Like in-
habitants of rural towns throughout Latin America and Europe, the ve-
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16. AHM, Colonial, Caja 1, Expediente 15, 27 marzo 1819.
17. The gradual development of a regional identity in response to interactions with

enemy Indians is discussed in detail in Chapter One of my dissertation, “Indios Bárbaros,
Divorcées, and Flocks of Vampires.” According to Ramón A. Gutiérrez and David G. Gutiér-
rez, most residents of Mexico’s Far North identi�ed �rst as Catholics or Christians and sec-
ond as “members of intricate local networks or kinship association.” I agree with their ar-
gument, but I would also modify their statement to distinguish social from political identity.
When residents of Mexico’s northern borderlands identi�ed as Catholics and as members
of a kinship association, they were displaying their social identities. Their political iden-
tities were their attachments (however weak) to a local community, town, region, or na-
tion. Ramón A. Gutiérrez, “Unraveling America’s Hispanic Past: Internal Strati�cation and
Class Boundaries,” Aztlán 17, no. 1 (Spring 1986): 80–2; David G. Gutiérrez, “Migration,
Emergent Ethnicity, and the ‘Third Space’: The Shifting Politics of Nationalism in Greater
Mexico,” Journal of American History 86, no. 2 (September 1999): 484;David J. Weber,
The Mexican Frontier, 1821–1846: The American Southwest Under Mexico (Albu-
querque:University of New Mexico Press, 1982), 240.



cinos of the Lower Rio Grande region expressed their principal politi-
cal loyalty to their local community. Several scholars have described the
gradual territorial identi�cation of European rural society with a con-
centric circle model. To describe the parochialism of rural life, they have
suggested a model in which concentric circles express a villager’s
loyalty—where the innermost circle symbolizes the village and the out-
ermost circle represents the nation. Applying this model to the villas del
norte, the innermost circle represented the town while succeeding cir-
cles symbolized a group of towns, followed by a province, and �nally
the colonial state. In such a model, the residents’ political attachment
to a geographic area diminished as the spatial distance between the area
and their hometown increased. A resident of Camargo, for instance, iden-
ti�ed most strongly with Camargo, and then with the villas del norte,
Nuevo Santander, the northern provinces, and ultimately with New
Spain. Due to this hierarchical progression of allegiance, a typical resi-
dent of the Lower Rio Grande region expressed her or his attachment
to a local community more often than to any larger region. Residents
used the term vecinos (or town citizens) to refer to members of the villa
and a variety of terms to identify those who were not members. Some
scholars believe vecinos were the landowners, but others claim the term
referred to heads of households. Despite its apparent vagueness, the term
vecino de�ned the corporate identity of a town, establishing a clear dis-
tinction between insiders and outsiders.18
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18. Gerald E. Poyo and Gilberto M. Hinojosa, eds., Tejano Origins in Eighteenth-
Century San Antonio (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1991), 140–1; Timothy M. Ma-
tovina, Tejano Religion and Ethnicity: San Antonio, 1821–1860 (Austin: University of
Texas Press, 1995), 5–6, 9–10;Peter Sahlins, Boundaries:The Making of France and Spain
in the Pyrenees (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1989), 110–11, 146; Gutiérrez,
“Unraveling America’s Hispanic Past,” 80–1. For a discussion of this concentric circle model
of identity, see Peter Sahlins, Boundaries, 110–11. According to Peter Marzahl, a vecino
in seventeenth-century Peru was “a vague category in which one might include all those
called up in a muster or the heads of households contributing to a levy or making a con-
tribution to the cathedral’s construction.” Supporting the idea that vecino was a term with
a vague de�nition, Oakah Jones states “a vecino a citizen or resident of a town, a house-
holder, and might be any sort of person—male, female, married, or single, a widow or
widower, a growing young man, or older person without a family.” For New Mexico, Ramón
Gutiérrez identi�es “vecinos” as “citizens with full voting rights in town councils.” In his
study of colonial San Antonio de Béxar, Jesús de la Teja links full citizenship in the com-
munity to landownership. Peter Marzahl, Town in the Empire:Government, Politics, and
Society in Seventeenth-Century Popayán (Austin: University of Texas, Institute of Latin
American Studies, 1978), 37, 63; Jones, Los Paisanos, 13, 266; Ramón A. Gutiérrez, When
Jesus Came, the Corn Mothers Went Away:Marriage, Sexuality,and Power in New Mexico,
1500–1846 (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1991); James Lockhart and Stuart B.
Schwartz, Early Latin America:A History of Colonial Spanish America and Brazil (New
York: Cambridge University Press, 1983), 96; Jesús F. de la Teja, San Antonio de Béxar:A 



When the vecinos constructed their corporate identity in relation
to foreigners, they were engaging in a process not easily explained by
the concentric circle model, which only begins to clarify the manner
in which the vecinos expressed their political attachments. As histo-
rian Peter Sahlins has argued, this image of encompassing circles fails
to consider the oppositional and dynamic characteristics of identities.
Relying on models of segmentary organization advanced by anthro-
pologists, Sahlins posits an alternative model of “counter-identities” in
which “the social and polit ical expression of loyalties and af�liations is
also an expression of difference and distinction.”19 Accordingly, people
construct their identities in opposition to others. Applied to political
loyalties, this model explains how people can identify as members of
their town in relation to and in opposition to non-members or to resi-
dents of another town. The best example of counter-identities during the
colonial period is the distinction between “vecinos” and “foráneos”—
insiders and outsiders.

The model of counter-identities also explains how the vecinos of
the villas del norte gradually began expressing an attachment to the
Lower Rio Grande region in opposition to other regions of New Spain
and to the colonial government. During the early nineteenth century,
the inhabitants of these northern river towns started to construct a re-
gional identity (as did others in Mexico’s Far North), based in part on
their geographic isolation as well as on the administrative failures of colo-
nial authorities. The large distances between the villas del norte and other
settlements contributed signi�cantly to residents’ feeling of detachment
from other groups of villas and from the colonial state. The distance made
communication between the Nuevo Santander’s northern towns and its
capital dif�cult and infrequent. Contact with authorities in Mexico City
was even more infrequent.20
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Because of this lack of communication, the colony’s authorities were
often ignorant of the needs of the settlements along the Rio Grande. Al-
though royal of�cials established mail service during the late eighteenth
century, it was very slow due to the harsh conditions of the roads con-
necting the villas del norte with the interior provinces. Most of the trade
between the villas and the commercial capitals of the country’s interior
depended on itinerant merchants traveling on mules. The river towns’
rudimentary means of communications was one of the main impedi-
ments to the development of commerce. Adding to the slowness of
communications was a geographic divide that made the threat of Indian
attacks more serious because the vecinos were often without militar y
aid from royal of�cials. The necessity of providing their own defenses
against Indians shaped the character of the inhabitants of the Lower Rio
Grande region as well as the character of other Spanish settlers in the
northern borderlands. Several historians have characterized the norteños
(northerners) as people who were “strong in spirit,” not excitable in na-
ture, and “bulwarks of liberal principles” because of their experience
living along a frontier. Ultimately, a desire for local autonomy emerged
as a result of the vecinos’ “relative self-suf�ciency”—not unlike similar
aspirations in other settlements of the Far North.21

Isolated Northern Borderlands

The economic policies of New Spain’s government created one of the
�rst schisms between the colonial state and the communit ies along the
Rio Grande. The mercantile system restricted trade with foreign coun-
tries to protect manufactured goods produced within the Spanish em-
pire. Royal authorities in New Spain maintained this protectionism by
requiring all outside trade to pass through the of�cial port at Veracruz.
The Bourbon reforms of the late eighteenth century expanded com-
merce, but some restrictions to free trade still existed at the turn of the
century. As a result, royal of�cials continued to require goods to pass
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through the port at Veracruz and imposed import duties to protect items
manufactured in New Spain. Because of the tight control of trade, du-
ties on imports added signi�cantly to the royal treasury. This restricted
trade bene�ted large merchants in trade capitals, but hurt towns located
along New Spain’s periphery such as the villas del norte. Not only the
villas but the entire northern frontier of New Spain became “an inter-
nal colony of merchants farther south.” In other words, the central
provinces exploited the northern Spanish borderlands. The inhabitants
of the villas del norte were forced to use the of�cial port at Veracruz de-
spite the possibility of reducing transportation costs by establishing a
harbor near Refugio. This trade requirement made imports expensive
and limited the development of the local economy. The lack of currency,
poor communications with other provinces in New Spain, and the in-
security of travel throughout the region also limited the growth of the
economy on the northern frontier.22

In the 1790s, a royal inspector visiting Nuevo Santander and the vil-
las del norte succinctly described the towns’ main obstacles to economic
development. Indian attacks and the lack of additional ports, noted Félix
Calleja, hindered the further development of trade. Calleja offered sev-
eral concrete recommendations to overcome these obstacles, beginning
with the government’s adoption of a tougher policy toward Indians. His
economic proposals centered on the liberalizat ion of commerce. A lo-
cal port and two auxiliaries, he maintained, would substantially improve
trade by allowing the vecinos to increase the number of exported cat-
tle and livestock products such as meats, waxes, soaps, and hides. Com-
merce with new markets in the Caribbean would allow the vecinos to
obtain triple what they were now receiving for their cattle. The lack of
suf�cient export revenue, he argued, also prevented the vecinos from
importing necessary goods for their subsistence. Despite his sound ob-
servations, Calleja failed to convince royal authorities to adopt his rec-
ommendations. The villas del norte would have to wait several more
years before increased export revenues would stimulate trade with other
regions of New Spain and pay for necessary imports. The failure of royal
authorities to establish any of the three ports suggested by Calleja re-
�ected the colonial administration’s lack of concern for the economic
well-being of settlements along New Spain’s northern periphery.23

The ranchos remained predominantly devoted to livestock through-
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out the eighteenth century. In the southern part of Nuevo Santander,
some settlers engaged in mining but the scarcity of silver, copper, and
lead deposits limited the development of this industry. Along the coast,
others obtained moderate pro�ts from salt mining. However, stockrais-
ing remained the prevailing industry and continued to grow rapidly
throughout this period. In the mid-eighteenth century, the settlers of
Nuevo Santander were trading with merchants in Nuevo León, the
Huasteca, Sierra Gorda, San Luis Potosí, and central New Spain. They ex-
ported salt, livestock, and hides while importing corn and other food.
Some trade extended as far as Nuevo México, from which merchants in
1775 bought horses from the settlement when a drought severely re-
duced their stock. Most of the trade by the end of the eighteenth cen-
tury, however, was with the neighboring provinces of Nuevo León,
Coahuila, and Texas. The settlement’s exports remained primarily live-
stock, and its combined herds by 1794 had increased to approximately
800,000. The annual income from cattle and other livestock was close
to two-thirds of the total annual revenue for the province. Those earn-
ings were also approximately three times greater than the total return
from silver, copper, lead, and salt mining.24

The growth of the livestock industry sparked the late-eighteenth-
century territorial expansion into the Rio Grande Gulf region as cattle
owners sought additional pasturage. After illegally establishing ranches
along the coast, vecinos from Camargo and Reynosa undertook two or-
ganized expansions by purchasing land or receiving grants from the Span-
ish crown in the mid-1770s.Most of the property north of the Rio Grande
was obtained through royal grants. Residents obtained land on the south
side of the river via purchases as fourteen families did in 1784 when they
bought 113 sitios (500,364 acres) of ganado mayor from the hacienda
“El Sauto” and founded the town of Refugio ten years later on part of
this property. The newly acquired pasturage allowed livestock to �our-
ish and the villas del norte (which now included Refugio) to remain the
most productive region of the colony. In 1794 the river towns contin-
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ued to account for only one-sixth of the total population of Nuevo San-
tander, but their inhabitants owned over 26 percent of all livestock and
over 50 percent of all sheep in the colony (see Table 2).25

Encouraging stock production in the villas were climactic restric-
tions on alternative enterprises. Insuf�cient rainfall and inadequate irri-
gation resulted in only small yields of corn, cane, and beans near the
river bottoms that could not meet subsistence needs. Agriculture also
fell prey to cycles of drought and �ooding made worse by the Rio
Grande’s unpredictable over�ows and changes of course. Under these
conditions and with impressive pro�ts from stockraising easier to gen-
erate, the villas turned to importing corn, wheat, and other farm prod-
ucts from nearby provinces in exchange for salt and livestock.26

In the mid-1810s Refugio’s vecinos continued to face many of the
same obstacles that Calleja had outlined two decades earlier. The ayun-
tamiento, in an 1814 report to the governor, complained that despite
the good quality of beef, mutton, and wool, trade languished because
of the high costs to transport livestock and other products to distant
ports. Commerce by land was expensive and time-consuming but be-
came necessary because the royal government outlawed all maritime
trade except that through Veracruz. Alternative potential sources of rev-
enue were salt from the mines located near Reynosa, �sh available in
small lakes and the Gulf, and ebony that grew throughout the region.
The salt mines accounted for substantial trade, but �sh and ebony met
only local needs. Echoing Calleja’s earlier suggestions, town of�cials rec-
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Table 2. Population and Livestock in the Villas del Norte, 1794

Area Population Livestock

Villas del Norte 5,053 212,153
Nuevo Santander 30,450 799,874

Sources: “Nuevo Santander in 1795,” 474–475; Oakah L. Jones, Jr. Los Paisanos
(Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1979), 69; Oscar Rivera Saldaña, Frontera Hero-
ica, 69.



ommended the opening of a nearby port to facilitate bringing in nec-
essary goods from the Mexican interior and to allow the vecinos to ex-
port meat, wool, hides, salt, cheese, and ebony. The appeal, like Calleja’s
years earlier, fell on deaf ears.27

Such rejections prompted some residents to resort to smuggling.
Illegal traf�cking along the sheltered coastline north of Refugio became
popular among both vecinos and immigrant newcomers. Such traf-
�cking emerged early, shortly after the establishment of the �rst towns
in the mid-eighteenth century. Contributing to the increase in smug-
gling were the imposition of the alcabalas (sales taxes) in 1767, the
limited variety of manufactured goods, and the state’s monopoly on cer-
tain crops like tobacco. As in other border regions—for example, Cali-
fornia and New Mexico—smuggling became a way of life for many
norteños who by the 1770s had begun building homes along the gulf
coast and at the river’s mouth, locations later known as Bagdad and
Punta Isabel. Prominent families from Refugio lived alongside newly
arrived European-American merchants and joining them were several
town of�cials who became complicit in the clandestine trade by ne-
glecting to enforce trade restrictions and sometimes actively partici-
pating in the illicit commerce. Of�cials ignored smuggling, as a Cali-
fornia governor observed, because “necessity makes licit what is not
licit by law.”28

Authorities in the colony’s administrative centers, however, were
not lenient. Smugglers caught by the crown’s soldiers were jailed and
lost their merchandise. In 1805, for example, royal authorities arrested
and jailed Juan José Ballí, the military captain of Reynosa, and three other
prominent vecinos for smuggling. Despite such examples, the contra-
band trade became suf�ciently widespread that the governor in 1816
loudly complained about the impact on revenue. Such groaning was a
clear sign that the economic interests of the vecinos of the villas del
norte were sharply diverging from the economic policies of the colo-
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nial state.29 Accompanying the towns’ growing distance from the royal
government was the growth of the villas’ economic ties to the United
States. Ironically, the royal policy of strict regulation of trade was pre-
cisely the reason that the villas del norte drew closer to North Amer-
ican merchants.

The economic goals of the vecinos and of royal authorities had been
most similar during the second half of the eighteenth century. The gov-
ernment had provided �nancial incentives to the settlers—as privileged
subjects—because it needed them to establish permanent settlements
and claim the region for the crown. As part of these incentives, royal
authorities had exempted the settlers from paying duties for the �rst ten
years after the establishment of Nuevo Santander and again in 1774.How-
ever, by the last two decades of the eighteenth century, the settlers were
once again required to pay taxes and had begun to subvert royal re-
strictions on commerce. Because customhouse of�cials were underpaid
and ill trained, they often accepted bribes and allowed contraband to
enter the country. The economic problems grew worse during the last
years before independence as manufactured goods ceased to arrive, sol-
diers’ wages and priests’ stipends went unpaid, and cash, in general,
stopped �owing throughout the northern borderlands. During the re-
maining years of royal rule, the vecinos failed to comply with several
royal orders designed to collect money for the treasury. In this sense,
these residents of the villas del norte behaved like those living elsewhere
in New Spain who passively disobeyed those orders that did not advance
their interests.30

Continued Neglect during the Mexican Era

In addition to New Spain’s economic policies, its internal political prob-
lems also contributed to widening the rift between the villas del norte
and the colonial state. In 1810 rebels launched an eleven-year struggle
to gain independence from Spain. Although the insurgency took place
mostly outside of Nuevo Santander, the residents of the northern villas
region felt the impact of the war. They witnessed a few skirmishes be-
tween rebels and royalist soldiers in their towns during the early part of
the independence movement. In addition, the vecinos’ resistance to the
royal government became exacerbated by the state’s intensi�ed at-
tempts to collect money and supplies for its soldiers. Those efforts fur-
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ther taxed the northern towns’ resources and increased the norteños’
political distance from the viceregal government. Throughout this pe-
riod the vecinos suffered continued neglect as royal of�cials ignored the
norteños’ pleas for assistance to combat the Indian threat.31

The widespread dissatisfaction with royal policies undoubtedly
contributed to the rapid spread of insurrectionary activity in support of
independence throughout Nuevo Santander. Although the cabildos in
the villas del norte publicly supported the Spanish crown, the insur-
rection gained popular support during the �nal months of 1810 and the
�rst half of 1811. Among the prominent local men to support the move-
ment was José Bernardo Gutiérrez de Lara, a landowner, blacksmith, and
native of Revilla. In addition to helping organize insurgent forces in the
northern villas, Gutiérrez de Lara contributed money and served as a li-
aison between Mexican insurrectionary leaders and the United States
government. Upon the arrival of royalist commander Joaquín de Arre-
dondo in the villas del norte in mid-1811, however, insurgent activities
began to diminish. Arredondo imposed strict controls over the villas and
brought in large numbers of royalist troops. Gutiérrez de Lara’s unsuc-
cessful attempt to obtain support for insurgent forces from the North
American government nevertheless brought him into contact with
North American politicians and helped him recruit volunteers in Texas.
Gutiérrez de Lara’s efforts to free Texas from Spain’s control were tem-
porarily successful in 1813 when he became the �rst Mexican governor
of the short-lived independent Texas (1813).32

Unlike their modest success in Texas, the insurgents’ actions in the
villas del norte were limited. In addition to the insurgent activities among
the vecinos, indigenous groups also undertook some insurrectionary ac-
tivity. The provincial milit ias of the villas helped rout the �rst insurgent
actions undertaken by a group of local Indians. In 1812 Carrizo Indians
in Camargo rebelled and temporarily took over the town. The motiva-
tions for this indigenous uprising seem to have been a combination of
local grievances against municipal authorities as well as the in�uence of
an Indian insurgent with ties to Dolores, Querétaro, where the inde-
pendence movement had been launched. Less than two months later, a
joint force of royalist soldiers, provincial militia units, and allied Indians
defeated the indigenous insurgents and forced them to �ee into the in-
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terior of Nuevo Santander. In the aftermath of this rebellion, the brutal
repression unleashed against the Indians spurred another indigenous re-
volt in the villas during the following year. Several Indian groups from
the region allied themselves with insurgent forces �eeing from Nuevo
León. Within a month of the insurgent mobilizat ion, a large contingent
of royalist soldiers decisively defeated the insurgents at their base of op-
erations in Refugio. Thereafter, the villas del norte did not experience
any signi�cant armed insurgency for the duration of the independence
struggle.33

The impact of the insurgency was evident in the royal decrees is-
sued by the viceregal government during the independence struggle.
Throughout the colonial period, royal of�cials sent town of�cials a va-
riety of instructions—from periodic reminders asking them to submit
tax and census information to orders forbidding card games and liquor
sales. They also sent pronouncements ordering residents to hold cele-
brations in honor of the inauguration of a new monarch or the birth-
days and weddings of the royal family. The decrees continued to instruct
town of�cials on mundane government operations, but their content af-
ter 1810 carried a new sense of urgency to maintain control.34
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Faced with insurrection throughout the country, royal authorities
stressed to norteños their obligation of allegiance as royal subjects. They
ordered local of�cials to encourage public displays of support for the
crown and to honor the martyrs of Spanish liberty. Schools were also to
instill loyalty to the monarchy and the Constitution of 1812 through their
curriculum. In addition to the customary instruction in reading, writ-
ing, and the Catholic Church’s catechism, the governor stipulated the
teaching of civic responsibility so that children could learn to be “use-
ful to the state.” Some local of�cials obeyed these orders, but the degree
of overall compliance is unclear.35 Nevertheless, the receipt of such or-
ders in the villas del norte demonstrated the diligence of royal authori-
ties in seeking to win the allegiance of the most remote municipalities
of New Spain.

Discouraging insurrections was only one of the royal goals. Decrees
were also issued to instill a sense of obligation to the Spanish crown
among the vecinos. Nowhere was this goal more apparent than in the
royal government’s efforts to persuade the inhabitants of the villas del
norte to help the royalist forces. An audacious plea, to be sure, because
New Spain’s of�cials had decreased military spending for the defense of
the northern frontier. The government issued a variety of orders to con-
tain the insurrection, such as requiring all travelers to carry passports,
imposing curfews, prohibiting the vecinos from housing strangers, and
banning all communication and trade with the insurgents. Furthermore,
on several occasions, royal authorities appealed to the “patriotism” of
the vecinos when urging them to pay their taxes or provide the militar y
with supplies.36

The �nancial and material support from regions like the villas del
norte was crucial to the royal government as war costs escalated in the
face of decreasing revenues. At the outbreak of the insurrection, New
Spain was saddled with mounting debts incurred as a result of Spain’s
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war effort in Europe during the previous two decades and as regional
treasuries stopped remitting tax revenue to Mexico City. Regional treas-
uries now used the revenues to pay for increasingly costly local military
expenditures. In an effort to generate needed funds, the royal govern-
ment levied new duties, called arbitrios de milicias, on manufactures,
food, and commercial transactions. It also increased taxes on property
and on individual wealth throughout New Spain, the latter called con-
tribuciones militares. These �nancial burdens affected all classes and per-
suaded some to side with the insurgency. Although few armed con�icts
occurred after Arredondo occupied the villas in 1811,many residents pas-
sively resisted New Spain’s state-building through noncompliance with
government orders, while others angrily voiced their displeasure at its
tactics to siphon their resources.37

Throughout the war of independence, Nuevo Santander’s governor
and military of�cials asked the northern towns for a wide range of sup-
plies, volunteers, and monetary contributions. The supplies most fre-
quently requested were horses and mules, but occasionally the vecinos
were asked for �rearms and canoes as well.38 Local of�cials submitted
mandatory lists of the number of cattle and horses owned by each ve-
cino to enable the governor’s staff to calculate the proportional amount
of each community’s contributions. Although cattle contributions de-
pleted the vecinos’ livestock reserve and carved into their pro�ts, they
were not as detrimental to the population’s food supply as were the do-
nations of corn. Unlike the plentiful livestock, corn was not grown in
suf�cient quantities in the villas del norte so donations to the militar y
were drawn from the stores of imported grains. Military leaders also
asked the vecinos to furnish volunteers and threatened local of�cials with
the enactment of forced conscription should the towns not supply
enough men. Contributions of human personnel included muleteers and
laborers who accompanied the donated cattle and horses. Besides ma-
terial and personnel contributions, the viceregal government also asked
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for money from the vecinos by imposing a ten-percent tax on their
houses and by forcing them to contribute to loans for the army.39

In response to the frequent requests for aid, the vecinos repeatedly
complained about the economic strain placed on them. The donations
made by the residents of the villas del norte consisted of cattle, horses,
mules, sheep, goats, corn, salt, and wood. They also housed and fed some
of the soldiers, provided volunteers and muleteers, loaned �rearms and
tools, and even repaired the militar y’s �rearms. As the insurrection
dragged on and the requests mounted, the vecinos began to chafe un-
der the weight of the �nancial burden of continuous contributions. Refu-
gio’s residents could not afford the requested supplies, its alcalde stated
in response to an 1819 militar y appeal. At the conclusion of the inde-
pendence struggle, the resources of many towns were depleted but the
requests continued. According to the alcalde, Refugio could not ful�ll
its monetary contributions because the insurrection had disrupted trade
and curtailed the circulat ion of currency. The vecinos further justi�ed
their inabilit y to increase their contributions by citing their heavy live-
stock losses due to Indian attacks (caused by the royal government’s de-
crease in militar y aid to the northern frontier) and to a drought, which
occurred during the turmoil.40

The tension between the military and the vecinos became exacer-
bated by the military’s abuses. Norteños complained to the governor and
to military authorities not only about the mandatory contributions but
also about the military’s theft of their goods and livestock. In March 1814,
Matamoros’ ayuntamiento sent a letter to the governor protesting what
it called “the excesses that some soldiers committed by arbitrarily taking
the possessions of the vecinos.” The letter was part of a chorus of com-
plaints from other northern towns accusing the military of using force
to extract horses, supplies, and volunteers. Several months later, the sec-
retary of the provincial deputation informed the villas that they would
be exempt from further contributions because he had con�rmed their
ful�llment of frequent requests and payment of taxes, as well as the mil-
itary’s arbitrary con�scation of goods and forced enlistment of recruits.41
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During the same year, Refugio’s ayuntamiento sent a sharp critique
to a militar y leader in charge of troops stationed near the gulf. The letter
rebuked the military commander for not controlling his troops who were
killing the vecinos’ cows. According to local of�cials, soldiers looked
on the town as a desolate region where their actions would have no
repercussions. The militar y should follow proper procedures and make
formal requests, argued the ayuntamiento, before taking private prop-
erty. A few of these actions displayed �agrant arrogance. One militar y
commander, Refugio’s ayuntamiento informed the governor, had ordered
his troops to forcibly appropriate horses and to physically punish any
local of�cial who interfered. Another militar y leader showed little ap-
preciation for the sacri�ces made by Refugio’s vecinos to supply his
troops with corn. He not only ordered the alcalde to instruct the town’s
women to cook the donated corn into vastimientos (corn biscuits) but
also threatened the women with punishment if they did not prepare the
meals properly.42

The vecinos responded to the military’s abuses by defying some of
the royal government’s orders for additional contributions. To veil their
noncompliance, the residents often claimed correctly that their towns
lacked materials and �nances to ful�ll requests. Such was their response
to the military’s petition for a donation of a canoe to transport troops.
A lack of supplies and dire economic straits, the alcalde argued, pre-
vented the town from building the canoe. However, the probable rea-
son lay elsewhere. Residents seemed unwilling to pay for the construc-
tion of another canoe because a militar y leader had appropriated and
then destroyed their boats on a previous occasion. Local of�cials ex-
pressed a similar sentiment in a subsequent letter to the governor. Res-
idents refused to provide any more horses, city leaders argued, because
the military had misused the town’s previous donations and even killed
some of the animals. Undoubtedly taxed by repeated requests for con-
tributions, other nearby villas joined Refugio in refusing to comply with
the militar y’s requests. That resistance brought an of�cial reprimand to
all the villas del norte in 1816 for failing to collect taxes levied on houses
and wagons.43 If these actions of noncompliance to speci�c requests ir-
ritated royal of�cials, the norteños’ daily acts of subversion probably gave
them greater cause for concern.

The vecinos engaged in various subterfuges to avoid making the con-
tributions required by colonial authorities. One method they used was
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to hide from census takers. After Nuevo Santander’s governor discov-
ered this practice, he instructed Refugio’s alcalde to assure residents of
the innocuousness of the census. The viceregal state’s use of population
statistics to demand material contributions and volunteers, however, be-
lied the governor’s reassurances. Not surprisingly, some vecinos at-
tempted to avoid forced contributions by failing to report the number
of livestock they owned or by claiming exemptions from property taxes
because they held land in other jurisdictions.44

In addition to such individual acts of noncompliance, local of�cials
also joined in subverting collection efforts. For example, royal authori-
ties blamed the towns’ alcaldes for depleting Nuevo Santander’s treas-
ury by failing to cooperate with customhouse and tax of�cials. Refugio’s
of�cials used a technicality to avoid remitting taxes. The town’s popu-
lation was exempt from a ten-percent tax on houses, they argued, be-
cause the residents’ jacales (straw huts) were of little value since they
were built of straw and obviously not sturdy. The villas del norte were
not the only towns in Nuevo Santander guilty of neglecting their duties
to the crown but they �gured prominently on the list of delinquent
towns. In 1816 the governor reprimanded fourteen towns for failing to
submit yearly lists of alcabalas over a period of four years. Five of the
fourteen towns receiving the reprimand were among the villas del
norte.45 By this time the vecinos’ dissatisfaction with royal authorities
had become abundantly clear and revealed an unmistakable weakening
in their political identi�cation with the crown.

Through their acts of noncompliance, the vecinos of the river towns
were, in effect, rebelling against the royal government. Their rebellion
was not an armed resistance but, rather, small acts of de�ance, or what
political scientist James Scott has labeled “everyday forms of resistance.”
Peasants, slaves, and other oppressed people, according to Scott, have
traditionally used such “weapons of the weak.” Such tactics, however,
can be—and were—employed by elite groups (such as municipal of�-
cials) because these actions are informal and covert, do not draw much
attention, and are dif�cult to document. They are also more adaptable
than organized struggles involving many participants. Unlike large-scale
rebellions that assume a momentum that makes them dif�cult to direct,
informal actions can be changed to accommodate shifting responses
from authorities.46 Although the villas del norte did not �ght directly
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against royalist forces after 1811, they did contribute to the opposition
by failing to aid royal soldiers and authorities. After Mexico won its in-
dependence, residents of the villas expected better relations with the
new nation’s leaders, but the vecinos soon discovered that they were as
insensitive as the royal authorities.

Mexico’s leaders introduced a new political language and promoted
novel cultural practices in order to foster a national identi�cation among
the country’s disparate regions. Such action was necessary, according
to historian Enrique Krauze, because Mexico was “not yet a nation” but,
rather, “an assemblage of villages, settlements, and provinces isolated
from one another, without any conception of politics, even less of na-
tionality, and controlled by the strong men of each localit y.” In their at-
tempts to forge a nation, the new political elite used newspapers, edu-
cation, rituals, and symbols to spread nationalist sentiment among its
dispersed population. The introduction of the press allowed political
leaders to create an imagined community among readers. Throughout
Mexico, newspapers and political broadsides blossomed from the mid-
nineteenth century onward. In Tamaulipas, newspapers began appear-
ing in the 1820s, and in Matamoros alone, at least twelve gazettes ap-
peared during the 1830s and 1840s.47 Most focused on political issues
as factions sought to gain adherents during the turbulent period after
independence.

The political elites also used education as a means of reaching a wide
audience with their nationalist messages. Tamaulipas state of�cials be-
gan establishing public schools in 1828, but political instability hindered
the development of these institutions there and elsewhere. Another ob-
stacle was the lack of funds for a public education system with the re-
sult that large portions of the population remained unable to read and
write. In response, politicians turned to symbols and rituals as more ef-
fective channels to communicate the budding nationalism.48

Not surprisingly, language became an important vehicle for the trans-
mission of nationalist symbols. The new administration changed the
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place names of provinces and towns to re�ect the transformation from
a colonial to a national state. The word imperial gave way to national
and the “crowns that had embellished public buildings and carriages
were mercilessly erased.” The colony of Nuevo Santander, named after
a region in Spain, became the state of Tamaulipas, an indigenous name
derived from the Huasteca word identifying two of the local mountain
ranges. To underscore the newly acquired freedom, of�cials referred to
the state as the estado libre de (free state of ) Tamaulipas. Similarly, the
town of Refugio in 1826 became Matamoros, the name of a fallen hero
of Mexican independence.49

The transformation also affected daily language used throughout
Mexico. The colony of New Spain became the republic of Mexico. The
writers of newspapers and political directives used such terms as pa-
tria (fatherland) instead of provincias (provinces) and ciudadano (cit-
izen) in place of subditos (subjects). These terms spread even to remote
regions like the villas del norte. Soon after independence, of�cial doc-
uments from these towns were signed by alcaldes who now referred to
themselves and their constituents as ciudadanos and who no longer ad-
dressed high government of�cials as “your majesty” but rather as fellow
ciudadanos. Local leaders also joined national and state politicians in at-
taching special signi�cance to a new nationalist calendar that, in of�cial
documents, identi�ed the year 1824, for example, as the “third year of
our independence.”50

In addition, new days of celebration spread throughout the coun-
try. Rather than commemorating Spain’s royal family and heroes, towns
honored the heroes of Mexican independence and staged elaborate In-
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dependence Day celebrations. In Matamoros, municipal and military au-
thorities organized patriotic juntas to coordinate these celebrations.
Other rituals reminded citizens of their allegiance to the nation. For ex-
ample, in taking possession of land citizens had to shout, “Long live the
president and the Mexican nation.” The government also af�xed the em-
blem of the new nation (an eagle atop a cactus eating a snake) on of�-
cial items sent to local municipalities. Other reminders included coins,
�ags, and holidays commemorating the deaths and birthdays of heroes
of independence.51

The new national discourse also imparted status distinctions and in-
dividual political identities. In 1821 the Mexican government eliminated
racial categories from of�cial documents. The 1824 Constitution further
eliminated distinctions, in theory, by removing property and literacy re-
quirements for citizenship. In practice, however, the previous racial des-
ignations became civic classi�cations. In the villas del norte, for exam-
ple, a resident’s social class was used to determine her or his civic status.
The colonial era’s multiple racial labels were replaced with two civic
categories:ciudadano and paisano (countryman).52 Thereafter, norteños
referred to upper-class men as ciudadanos and to the poor as paisanos.

Despite the egalitarian intentions of the new constitution, residents
in the villas del norte, as elsewhere, continued to observe status dis-
tinctions. Membership in a community remained an important identity
at the local level. Town residents weighed several factors, including
length of residence and community service, to determine if an individ-
ual was a member of the community. They de�ned a community iden-
tity by separating insiders, or vecinos, from outsiders. However, only the
elite male members of the community exercised the full rights of local
citizenship. These rights included holding political and judicial positions
as well as voting for elective of�ce. By contrast, local of�cials excluded
poor members from political participation (they could neither vote nor
hold elective of�ce) but allowed the indigent to freely use the courts,
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own property, and enter into contracts. Thus, ciudadanos in Matamoros
held political and civil rights, while paisanos retained only civil rights.53

Non-community members, such as immigrants and Indian residents, held
limited civil rights and very restricted political rights.

Nationalist rhetoric transformed everyday forms of formal address
throughout the nation. Legal documents and political directives illus-
trated the change as ciudadano replaced the honori�c title Don. In 1819,
for example, a letter to the mayor was addressed to “Señor Alcalde Don
José María Girón,” while in 1832 a letter to the same man, who was again
serving as mayor, was addressed to “Señor Alcalde primero Ciudadano
José María Girón.” The new terms re�ected a shared identity as equal
citizens and conveyed a more intimate association among fellow resi-
dents than the meaning derived from the term royal subjects.54

National authorities speci�cally singled out Spanish immigrants for
exclusion and expulsion during the 1820s. Mexico’s independence in-
creased suspicion about the loyalty of foreigners of Spanish descent be-
cause they had made up a large part of the royalist corps in the colonial
government. The discovery of an 1827 Spanish plot to reconquer
Mexico and a failed invasion of Tamaulipas in 1829 by royalist support-
ers living in Cuba increased the xenophobia against peninsular Spaniards
(those born in Spain).55 The national government ordered local of�cials
and military commanders to monitor the movements of resident penin-
sular Spaniards and to require immigrants arriving in ports to carry
proper passports. In 1828 national legislation expelled peninsular
Spaniards from the country.

Not all foreigners were excluded, since the vecinos accepted some
as members of their community if they met certain criteria. A lengthy res-
idence or intermarriage, for example, with a native-born person helped
immigrants become vecinos. Even peninsular Spaniards could establish
deep roots in Matamoros and obtain insider membership in the commu-
nity. The Matamoros alcalde, in 1828, asked the governor not to enforce
the expulsion law against six peninsular Spaniards who lived in the town
because several had married “hijas de México” (daughters of Mexico),
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had lived within the republic for ten to thirty years, were considered cit-
izens, and had held several local political posts, including that of alcalde.56

De jure and de facto practices hindered the ful�llment of the egali-
tarian goals of the constitution. National citizenship was inscribed with
gender and class distinctions. The new constitution conferred citizenship
only on men. Women were not allowed to vote or hold of�ce regardless
of their social class. Additionally, despite the constitution’s rhetoric, not
all men were considered equal citizens in daily practice, since land own-
ership was a requirement for ciudadano status.57 This requirement effec-
tively maintained the separation between the elite and the poor in the vil-
las del norte. The community conferred ciudadano status on upper-class
men and granted them local political power while continuing to mar-
ginalize the poor. The residents known as paisanos, who were invariably
workers, did not vote or hold elected of�ce. Full participation in the po-
litical and legal life of a community—the right to vote, run for public of-
�ce, and serve as hombres buenos—was granted only to ciudadanos.

An individual’s ethnicity also determined her or his rights as a citi-
zen. The conquered Indians who lived among the Spanish-Mexican pop-
ulation were too poor to own land and thus were excluded from voting
and holding of�ce. The vecinos of Matamoros viewed enemy Indians as
uncivilized people who lived outside the bounds of their community.
Elsewhere this issue was frequently subject to debate. “Should they [ In-
dians]  be considered as children of the great Mexican family, or as ene-
mies to be driven beyond the boundaries of this state?” asked militar y
commanders and local politicians in California and Chihuahua. Some
authorities in Mexico City, such as President Antonio López de Santa
Anna, believed enemy Indians were Mexican citizens so long as they had
been born and lived in the Republic. Other administrators and politicians
in central Mexico shared the norteños view of enemy Indians as non-
citizens. An inspector from Mexico City sent to the northern frontier in
1834 characterized the “barbarian” Indians as part of “the extended Mex-
ican family,” who might qualify for citizenship, but only if they pledged
allegiance to the government, adopted Catholicism, and joined settled
communities.58 In Mexico’s Far North, groups like the Comanches and
Lipan Apaches were generally not accorded political rights. In 1838 a
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Matamoros newspaper used the Comanches as an example of a people
who could not claim citizenship. According to El Ancla:

Not all who have been born within the territory of the republic are Mexicans,
but only those who live under its pact. Neither the Comanche barbarians, nor
the traitors, who have violated the faith that they owe this pact and government,
violating the national honor, deserve this name.59

Neither were immigrants eligible for full citizenship rights. A few long-
term foreign merchants received polit ical privileges, such as serving
as hombres buenos in trials involving fellow immigrants, but most
foreigners could not hold judicial of�ce or participate in the political
system. Only a few immigrants obtained minor positions in local gov-
ernments after years of providing some service to the community or gov-
ernment. Jean Berlandier presents an exceptional case of a foreigner who
managed to hold a lower-level public of�ce. The Swiss scientist settled
in Matamoros after working as a botanist and zoologist on the Mexican
Boundary Commission during 1827 and 1828. Berlandier married a Mex-
ican woman and worked as a pharmacist , physician, and surveyor until
his death in 1851.During his residence in Matamoros, he held the post of
síndico procurador and served numerous times as an hombre bueno.60

Due to his community service and marriage to a local woman, Berlandier
became an insider after a long residence in Matamoros.

Opening the Port of Matamoros

Accompanying the changes in the residents’ political identity and the
region’s demography was an economic transformation, which increas-
ingly tied the area to the United States. The economic engine of the vil-
las del norte shifted dramatically after Mexican independence. Follow-
ing the trend initiated by the royal authorities during the Bourbon
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reforms, the national government further relaxed trade restrictions. The
impact of the liberalization of trade in the Rio Grande region was the
long-awaited establishment of a port at Matamoros in 1823. This action
legalized direct trade between New Orleans, already the main trading
partner for merchants in Matamoros because of smuggling activities, and
the northeastern region of Mexico. The consumption trends of residents
in the villas del norte and nearby northeastern commercial capitals had
also stimulated a surge in the quantity of manufactured imports from
the United States. These northern consumers, like others along Mexico’s
northern frontier, had developed a taste for items formerly acquired as
contraband. The legalization of this previously underground trade greatly
expanded commercial ties with the United States and the Caribbean.61

The opening of Matamoros and other ports created a timely economic
boost for an area that had suffered eleven years of turmoil during the
war for independence.

Along with the port’s opening, the national government established
a customhouse at Matamoros to regulate the increased trade. The adu-
ana (customhouse) collected much-needed revenue for the Mexican gov-
ernment via import and export duties. This income was crucial for the
national government because it had assumed debts incurred by royal au-
thorities during the late period of Spanish rule and because the inde-
pendence struggle had devastated its economy. The revenue collected at
Matamoros from duties on the voluminous trade became an extremely
signi�cant part of the national treasury. When the revenue was combined
with the money obtained at Tampico’s customhouse, it completely �-
nanced the daily needs of the military in northeastern Mexico. For �fty
years after Mexican independence, the federal government obtained an
estimated eighty to ninety percent of its income from duties on imports
and exports. The majority of the aduana revenue came from import du-
ties, which the national government kept high to pay for its debts.62 Al-
though the import taxes brought in an important source of money for
the government, they also became an incentive for continued smuggling.

Like other inhabitants of Mexico, the residents of the villas del norte
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avoided import taxes by pursuing contraband trade with the United States.
Such traf�c permitted merchants not only to avoid duties but also to in-
troduce prohibited items into the country. Smuggled imports outnum-
bered illegal exports because tariffs were higher on goods entering than
on those leaving the country. Contraband items consisted of manufac-
tured goods as well as raw materials. Among the most popular manufac-
tured imports were clothing, shoes, liquor, and tiles acquired from North
American merchants. As the royal government had previously done, the
national government prohibited the introduction of foreign manufactures
as a way to promote their local production. Smuggling �ourished not only
because many sought to avoid duties but also because Mexico’s indus-
tries could not meet the vast needs of the nation’s residents.63

Smuggled raw materials included corn, rice, �our, coffee, sugar, to-
bacco, and cotton. Tobacco was one of the most pro�table contraband
imports because of the large disparity between its foreign and domes-
tic value. The government’s monopoly on tobacco (from harvesting to
�nished product) and the availabilit y of better quality tobacco on the
black market further encouraged smuggling. An estimate of the smug-
glers’ immense pro�ts can be gauged by the difference in the price of
one popular item of contraband. Smugglers purchased tobacco in New
Orleans for $1 to $1.50 cwt (hundredweight) and sold the contraband
in Mexico for $50 to $75 cwt. Silver bullion was the predominant item
smuggled out of the country. The main reason for the contraband in bul-
lion was to pay for smuggled imports, but smugglers also exported sil-
ver to avoid the export tax. Contrabandistas (smugglers) also trans-
ported hides, wool, and other animal by-products out of the country but
these items made up only a small portion of total exports because of
their bulk and low cost relative to silver.64

Merchants employed a variety of means to transport contraband
items. They smuggled some items by stashing the contraband underneath
legal trade goods on which they paid taxes. Customhouse of�cials in Mata-
moros found contraband items below ships’ hulls, in secret compart-
ments, and disguised as legitimate goods. Smugglers evaded of�cials by
transferring goods from cargo boats to lighter craft that could dock in se-
cluded regions of the gulf or navigate undetected along the Rio Grande.
Contrabandistas also avoided the customhouse altogether by docking at
unof�cial ports. They brought in contraband through Corpus Christi, ap-
proximately 120 miles north of Brazos Santiago (the harbor at the mouth
of the Rio Grande), and then transported it overland to Matamoros. Smug-
glers increasingly used Corpus Christi after 1828 when the Mexican Con-
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gress decreed that all vessels transporting goods into the country’s ports
had to be Mexican owned. Since most Mexican ships traveled between
New Orleans and the nation’s ports, legal trade between Texas and Mexico
effectively ended due to a shortage of legal transportation vessels.65

The lucrative contraband trade involved both foreigners and Mexi-
can nationals. Many of the smugglers were immigrants who had long-
standing ties to New Orleans merchants. The captains and crews of the
contraband ships owned by American and European smugglers were also
mostly foreigners. Some had established residence in Matamoros during
the colonial era when they began to ply their illicit trade. Others became
part of vecino society by marrying into prominent Mexican families. Their
social relationships with Mexican citizens and intimate knowledge of the
legal system gave them some advantages when authorities arrested and
prosecuted them in local tribunals. Few remained in prison for any length
of time because they were skilled at convincing authorities of their in-
nocence. Other smugglers resorted to bribery of customhouse of�cials
to avoid con�scation of their contraband. North Americans and Europeans
owned the majority of the ships used in the contraband trade and the
captains of these ships were mostly foreigners. As graft and smuggling
increased, a liberal Mexican politician estimated what many suspected:
approximately two-thirds of the nation’s imports were contraband.66

The native-born community was complicit in smuggling through its
direct participation and its refusal to disapprove of the practice. Several
vecinos, for example, owned the boats used in the contraband trade.
Mexicans also served as captains and crew of large ocean-going ships
and riverboats carrying smuggled goods while others worked as mule-
teers transporting contraband. Landowning vecinos cooperated with
smugglers by hiding the contraband on their ranches. Local citizens also
pro�ted from the contraband trade as distributors and consumers of the
smuggled goods. Far from being scorned as an occupation, smuggling
became a respected trade. The villas del norte were similar to other re-
gions of Mexico’s northern borderlands where citizens and municipal
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of�cials “colluded with foreigners” and often ignored laws that limited
their freedom of trade.67

Efforts by the national government to stop the clandestine trade by
appealing to its citizens’ nationalism fell on deaf ears because the prof-
its were too great. The federal government’s enforcement power was
woefully inadequate; it faced the overwhelming task of patrolling its ex-
tensive northern border with relatively few and underpaid troops. The
government’s decision to allow citizens to keep part of the smuggled
goods as compensation for assisting authorities had some success, but
ultimately failed to stop the practice. The lucrative pro�ts from contra-
band persisted and smuggling through Matamoros became so wide-
spread that the national government threatened to close the port in 1835
and again in 1842. The closure never materialized because the govern-
ment depended heavily on the revenue from legal trade. By the mid-
1840s, the villas had become dependent on North American supplies
and trade. In the course of two decades, these river towns (along with
communities in California and New Mexico) had “broken loose from the
grasp of Spanish mercantilism,” according to historian David Weber,
“only to be embraced by [North]  American capitalism.”68

In addition to increasing the government’s revenues, the port en-
hanced communication and lessened the region’s isolation. Mexican in-
dependence transformed the political rhetoric and identities of residents
of the villas del norte, but it did not change their social character as
quickly. In 1821 the region lacked the variety of institutions, such as
schools and hospitals, found in the nation’s capital. Visitors often com-
plained about the lack of culture in the villas because the towns remained
socially isolated from other regions of the country. For instance, few
newspapers reached the area and popular cultural activities were lim-
ited to local productions. Professionals avoided the villas because of their
geographic isolation. Furthermore, the region’s economy remained pre-
dominantly based on husbandry and luxury items remained scarce. The
opening of the port at Matamoros not only reduced the social and cul-
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tural isolation of the region but also transformed the economy as trade
blossomed and livestock production declined in relative �nancial value.
The burgeoning economy attracted newcomers who, in turn, altered the
social and cultural life as doctors, lawyers, teachers, and traveling en-
tertainment groups invigorated the community.69

The opening of the port strengthened ties between Matamoros and
the state and national governments as communications increased and the
city assumed a larger role in the governments’ �nancial and military plans.
Indications of the city’s growing importance were evident in the dramatic
rise in the number of newspapers and of�cial pronouncements received
in Matamoros after 1824. By the mid-1830s, residents of the city could
choose among eight or more local, state, and national newspapers to keep
abreast of current events. State and national of�cials, in turn, became more
interested in the economy of Matamoros because their governments grew
dependent on the tariffs collected at the aduana.70 Financial reports and
of�cial orders exchanged between the customhouse staff and state and
government authorities �gured signi�cantly in the increase in commu-
nication. Also contributing were the edicts and letters sent to military
commanders and soldiers stationed in Matamoros to guard the custom-
house. For example, the 1828 expulsion of Spaniards through Matamoros
led to a �urry of government correspondence with the city.

The militar y became a stronger presence in the port city after 1824
because troops were needed to protect the villas del norte against
Apache and Comanche Indians driven to the Rio Grande by Anglo-Amer-
ican colonization in Texas. The national government also stationed
troops in Matamoros to combat Texas rebels in 1836 and the North Amer-
ican army during the U.S.-Mexican War. Moreover, between 1827 and
1829 the militar y was deployed in the port city to guard against a feared
Spanish invasion.

Military Despots in the National Period

Despite the improved communicat ions between the national govern-
ment and the villas del norte, the norteños continued to complain about
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the national authorities’ neglect of their economic and militar y needs.
The fractious interactions between residents and the government in
Mexico City had existed during the Spanish colonial period. However,
the animosity grew worse after Mexican independence because of the
increased �nancial and defensive role of Matamoros. As before, troubles
arose because the national government continued asking residents for
contributions. The military’s need for assistance remained after inde-
pendence because the insurgency had left the nation’s economy in ru-
ins. Additionally, the government’s instabilit y during the period of an-
archy after 1821 exacerbated its economic problems.71 This period of
chaos witnessed multiple presidents at the reins of national power as a
result of the political battles between federalists and centralists. The po-
litical turbulence frequently led to revolts. The norteños’ experience dur-
ing the Texas Revolution (1836), which gave Texas its independence from
Mexico, and the federalist uprising in the villas del norte (1838–1840)
further alienated them from the national state.72 Moreover, the govern-
ment’s attempt to suppress these rebellions and the persistent need to
defend the northern towns against Indian attacks made �nancial sup-
port for the militar y crucial.

Like the Spanish Monarchy before it, the Mexican nation appealed
to the citizens’ loyalty in its requests for contributions. Instead of re-
minding the population of its obligation to the king, however, the na-
tional government used nationalist language to educate residents in their
duties as citizens. “The fatherland is always deserving of our sacri�ces,”
the governor wrote in an 1825 reminder to the inhabitants of the villas
del norte, “[ and]  to defend [ the fatherland]  all citizens are obligated to
lend their help.”73 According to the governor, patriotism was the will-
ingness to defend the nation by accepting militar y duty. The state gov-
ernment continued to link military service with citizenship duties in sub-
sequent requests and gave infantry companies the name voluntarios de
la patria (volunteers of the fatherland). Similarly, requests for supplies
urged all citizens to comply without exception to provide the “best ser-
vice to the fatherland.” Military commanders also appealed to patriot-
ism in encouraging citizens to apprehend army deserters. Residents of
the villas del norte, as noted earlier, witnessed an increased military pres-
ence in the region after 1824 because the federal government stationed
soldiers in Matamoros to protect the money collected at the aduana and
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to stem the �ow of contraband. The national government also sent troops
to the city to guard against a feared Spanish invasion between 1827 and
1829; to �ght the insurgents in central Texas in the mid-1830s; and to
suppress the federalist rebels in 1838.74

Although the national government attempted to obtain the allegiance
of the region’s residents through the language of nationalism, its efforts,
like those of the royal government, failed and for similar reasons:residents
tired of the frequency of the requests; the contributions taxed their re-
sources;and, most important, residents had little motivation to honor the
government’s requests because they saw few bene�ts resulting from their
contributions. Admittedly, the military supplied some services to towns,
such as providing doctors and medicine for the indigent, but the disad-
vantages of the troops’ presence far outweighed the advantages.75

Between 1821 and 1836 the military requested mostly livestock and
volunteers. Military commanders repeatedly asked the residents of
Matamoros to furnish horses and cattle to their troops. The residents
grumbled about ful�lling the militar y’s requests, but they usually pro-
vided some livestock to the soldiers. As the petitions mounted and be-
came more frequent, however, the vecinos began complaining about the
quantity of livestock required of them. In response to citizens’ com-
plaints, municipal of�cials wrote angry letters to military commanders
accusing the army of extortion because it forced the vecinos to con-
tribute more and more supplies.76

An 1823 response to a request from the governor was typical of the
vecinos’ disgruntled obedience. According to the alcalde, the residents
of Matamoros had ful�lled all previous military requests for horses. In
response to the latest request, however, the inhabitants informed of�-
cials of their decision to refuse to comply with any future petitions be-
cause the assistance had become a heavy burden and because relations
with the military and with government bureaucrats had deteriorated. In
one particularly glaring example, the chief customhouse of�cial (a non-
resident appointed by of�cials in Mexico City) appropriated horses and
jailed residents without the consent of civil authorities. He also over-
stepped his authority by forcing the alcalde to sign indictments against
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suspected smugglers. Likewise, friction between civilians and soldiers
had increased after troops appropriated the residents’ canoes and boats
to transport personnel across the river. Because of the military’s abuse
and since the soldiers were paid professional troops, the vecinos argued,
the armed forces should supply their own horses. The residents, stated
the alcalde, “in essence refused to provide [ the aid]  and the few who
help do so with great animosity.”77

Similarly, of�cials in Matamoros initially complied with the military’s
petition for recruits. According to the governor, the state needed addi-
tional volunteers to patrol the port for contraband, to defend the town
against Indian attacks, and to �ll the ranks of the national army. A draft
would not be needed to obtain soldiers for the provincial militias, the al-
calde claimed in response, because the town’s inhabitants were “pleased”
to volunteer. The military’s dearth of supplies forced the federal gov-
ernment to ask recruits to provide their own �rearms and horses. Because
the government’s requests for volunteers continued unabated, the city’s
residents and its of�cials grew weary. They subsequently complied with
an 1825 request, but the ayuntamiento sent the governor a letter strongly
protesting the quantity of recruits required of the town. The city coun-
cil diplomatically began its letter by pledging the city’s allegiance to the
nation and by reiterating its willingness to endure the necessary sacri-
�ces as a demonstration of the population’s patriotism. The sacri�ces,
the ayuntamiento argued, should be proportional to the town’s popula-
tion. Unfortunately, the government had asked Matamoros to contribute
more men than it had asked of other towns with similar populations.78

As they had done during the colonial era, civilians responded to this
abuse by subverting the government’s efforts to collect taxes for support
for the military. In response, aduana of�cials appealed to the alcalde of
Matamoros to compel citizens to remit their taxes. City of�cials, however,
sided with the population by passively disobeying particular government
instructions. The villas del norte were not alone in their insubordination
because the practice of ignoring laws, which were not bene�cial to local
interests, occurred throughout Mexico’s northern borderlands. Munici-
pal authorities also repeatedly failed to remit demographic and property
statistics to the Tamaulipas state government because of�cials were sus-
pected of using these �gures to calculate a city’s tax contributions.79

The problems arising from the military presence in Matamoros grad-
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ually increased the political rift between the city and the national gov-
ernment. The outbreak of hostilities between rebels in Texas and the
national government further intensi�ed the weight of this burden. The
military used the port at Matamoros to land troops recruited in Veracruz
and Tampico before sending the soldiers overland to Texas. The city be-
came a way station for battalions traveling to quell the rebellion that
erupted in the mid-1830s. The increased army presence along with the
proximity of the rebellion created an explosive situation. As the mili-
tary’s requests for assistance increased and its abuse reached greater lev-
els, the citizens’ complaints grew louder and further distanced the town
from the national government at a time when the country most needed
popular support in order to put down the Texas rebellion.

The constant arrival in Matamoros of battalions on their way to the
Texas battle�elds produced a continuous stream of requests for assis-
tance. The militar y asked for the usual provisions of livestock, volun-
teers,�nancial assistance, and food supplies as well as personnel to trans-
port the supplies. Moreover, the national government warned citizens
not to aid the Texas rebels in any way. The population of Matamoros ini-
tially complied with several government petitions for aid to battle the
rebels and won of�cial recognition as a “patriotic community.”80

Physical confrontations between soldiers and norteños exacerbated
tensions between the militar y and civilians. Because the army had dif�-
culty �lling its ranks, its of�cers often conscripted less than exemplary
individuals. Vagabonds, criminals, and Indian peasants were more likely
to �ll the ranks of the military than elite vecinos who could purchase an
exemption. Compounding the problem was the national government’s
inability to feed, clothe, and equip the soldiers whose morale dropped
signi�cantly. According to town of�cials, soldiers engaged in “excesses”
(probably referring to drunkenness, brawling, and soliciting prostitutes)
during public games and entertainment provided for the army. Non-
festive interactions were not immune from con�ict as troops sometimes
stole property or became involved in �ghts with civilians and foreign
merchants. Altercations developed after soldiers robbed local residents
or became unruly after becoming intoxicated. Civilians were just as likely
to initiate physical confrontations with soldiers over the affections of
women or to engage in petty disagreements in bars. Civil disputes over
property raised tensions even further. Residents sued soldiers and their
wives,who accompanied them while the militar y was stationed in Mata-
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moros, over stolen property such as clothes and over unpaid rent on
land and houses.81

Despite the population’s widespread tension with the army, the an-
tagonism was not uniform. Class differences account for some alterna-
tive views. For example, workers occasionally used the military to es-
cape from disadvantageous employment. Male workers could leave jobs
as indebted servants if they joined the military. Enlistment did not ab-
solve their debts as they continued making payments from their earn-
ings as soldiers. However, military service did offer them more freedom
because they could avoid mistreatment from their employers and they
had more economic opportunities. Female domestic servants used a sim-
ilar avenue by establishing romantic liaisons with visiting soldiers. If they
succeeded in forming a long-term relationship, they could accompany
their partners when the army left town. Fearing this possibility, their em-
ployers often sought legal means to prevent soldiers from courting or
marrying their domestic servants.82 The loss of their workers to the army
added to the resentment of elite vecinos already angry because they bore
the brunt of taxes and forced contributions for the militar y.

Disputes between soldiers and norteños also heightened tensions.
Civil magistrates frequently could not prosecute soldiers for their crimes
because army personnel cited their fuero (privilege) to be tried in mil-
itary courts. To improve the chances of a conviction, municipal of�cials
had to submit written complaints to commanders. Only in rare instances
did of�cers permit civilian authorities to prosecute members of the army.
Wives and children of soldiers, who became involved in criminal or civil
disputes, could also claim exemption under the militar y’s fuero. Of�cers
even permitted muleteers and gunsmiths who worked for the army to
claim the fuero. The con�ict over jurisdiction often became aggravated
as a result of physical disputes between city constables and soldiers re-
sisting arrest.83
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The problems between the military and civilians became much
greater during the Texas rebellion than in previous years. Disputes in-
creased because the concentration of soldiers in Matamoros grew rap-
idly as the national government sent more and more troops to battle the
Texas separatists. In the vecinos’ view, the interpersonal con�icts paled
in comparison to the organized institutional mistreatment in�icted by
the entire army. In February 1836, for example, the military engaged in
widespread theft despite receiving civilian donations of horses, mules,
oxen, muleteers, and carts to carry their provisions on their trip to �ght
rebels in Goliad, Texas. The troops were stealing horses and livestock,
complained the vecinos, and committing “thousands of disorders and
violent actions” as they traveled through the ranches of the area leaving
disgruntled residents in their wake.84

Unlike their replies prior to 1836, local of�cials’ responses to calls
for contributions during the Texas rebellion were more brazen and their
resistance more damaging to the national government’s cause. In con-
trast to previous moderate complaints, the ayuntamiento of Matamoros
�red off a letter to the governor harshly critical of the soldiers and strongly
condemning them as “military despots” who did not have the least consid-
eration for the sacri�ces of the residents. In addition to berating the army,
the city council asked the governor for indemni�cation for the “harms
suffered by its citizens.” Aware of the possibility for abuse, the leaders of
the national army had ordered towns to obtain payment before supplying
the military. These instructions were impossible to follow, the ayunta-
miento observed, because military commanders routinely ignored com-
plaints, forcefully appropriated supplies, and de�antly justi�ed their ac-
tions by emphasizing the exigencies of war. The military’s outrages had
suspended trade between Matamoros and neighboring towns, the alcalde
vociferously complained in a subsequent letter, because residents were
too frightened of the military to travel. As a result of the interruption of
trade the vecinos had suffered shortages of basic staples.85

The military’s rationale for requests no longer swayed the citizens
of Matamoros after months of daily assistance to the visiting troops. The
vecinos had heard similar excuses during the colonial period and in the
years (1821–1836) between independence and the outbreak of the Texas
Revolution. Unlike past responses when they had acquiesced to the
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army’s demands, residents—as well as municipal authorities—in 1836
expressed their grievances more forcefully and in larger numbers. For
the past three months, complained the Matamoros city council, the in-
habitants had suffered from daily requests for aid from the militar y and
now could provide no more assistance since the community “had been
reduced to misery because everyone had contributed” all they possibly
could. Other towns should be asked to contribute their fair share before
calling on Matamoros.86

By pointing out the uneven contributions by the other villas, the
municipal leaders of Matamoros were asserting their town’s separate
identity. The villas del norte were not alone in resenting militia service
and obligatory contributions to the army as these were unpopular
throughout Mexico. The reluctance to join the army was not surprising
because those who joined had to abandon their families and were ab-
sent during the time of the harvests, plantings, and brandings. Armed
defense, however, �gured prominently in shaping the community iden-
tity of the river towns. When enemy Indians had threatened the villas
in the past, residents of Matamoros had cooperated willingly with in-
habitants in other river towns. However, as the exigencies of war in-
creased the pressure on Matamoros’ inhabitants, they forged a collec-
tive identity counter to the interests and needs of the population of the
neighboring towns.87

When their sharp criticism failed to sway national leaders, the resi-
dents of Matamoros actively sought to hinder the army’s efforts to quash
the rebellion in Texas. They did not directly aid the rebels, but their daily
acts of resistance indirectly helped the rebels repel the Mexican gov-
ernment’s efforts to reestablish control. Early in 1836, local of�cials at-
tempted to persuade the governor to reduce the number of recruits re-
quired of the city. Despite a population of some 10,000 to 12,000
inhabitants, the ayuntamiento argued, many residents of the city were
transient merchants and thus ineligible for militar y service; others were
too elderly or too critically needed as workers. In response to a need for
additional soldiers and the refusal of towns across the country to meet
their quotas, the national government instituted a compulsory draft. In
order to avoid forced recruitment, several inhabitants of the river towns
emigrated while others hid in the countryside. Part of the residents’ mo-
tivation for hiding, according to local of�cials, was to avoid serving in
the infantry. In a decision exemplifying the army’s lack of concern for
local interests, federal of�cers had ignored the suggestions of Matamoros’
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ayuntamiento to place the recruits in the cavalry instead of in the in-
fantry because the norteños were accustomed to riding horses.88 The
residents were undoubtedly also motivated to hide because they felt lit-
tle obligation to serve in a militar y that constantly mistreated them.

Unlike the colonial era when individual resistance was common, the
refusal to comply with orders became more widespread and often in-
cluded entire towns and groups of municipalities. The whole popula-
tion of Matamoros, for example, declined outright to help the army on
several occasions and began to ignore government orders to donate
money, horses, and other supplies. Their refusal was not surprising be-
cause the military had failed to pay civilians for multiple loans despite
repeated requests. Only after complaining to the governor did some cit-
izens obtain payment for items taken by the militar y. Because the mili-
tary repeatedly took advantage of the population’s hospitality, norteños
also began to refuse to provide housing for visiting army commanders
and troops. Several elite residents had rented their additional residences
to the militar y, but they soon grew weary of their tenants. Local citizens
became angry because soldiers refused to vacate their houses after their
leases expired and others neglected to pay the rent. In response to an
army’s request for a house to place a temporary hospital, the alcalde de-
scribed the residents’ negative mood. “The best houses of the popula-
tion are occupied by the militar y,” he argued, so it is “impossible to re-
move” the citizens who live in the few remaining structures because they
refuse to lose additional money.89

Norteños ignored the militar y’s orders to help capture numerous
deserters and, in fact, aided the runaways. The government’s threat to
punish those who helped deserters failed to have the desired effect be-
cause individuals and ayuntamientos continued to aid runaway soldiers.
Undoubtedly, the vecinos of the villas del norte—like elsewhere on
Mexico’s Far North—sided with frontier soldiers who deserted because
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the troops were constantly underpaid and chronically suffered from
shortages of weapons, food, and clothing.90

The immediate concern of the inhabitants of the river towns was
not the distant rebellion but rather obtaining protection from Indian at-
tacks. Their regional concerns and identity were stronger than their na-
tional identity, the more so because enemy Indians took advantage of
the military’s preoccupation with the Texas rebels to renew their attacks
on the villas. When their own militar y not only refused to protect them
but also removed the military garrison at Laredo, the villas del norte were
left wide open to attacks from Comanches and Lipan Apaches. The In-
dian incursions devastated the livestock of the region and forced stock-
raisers to abandon their land on the north side of the river for safety on
the south side. Towns from Laredo to Matamoros organized their own
defense, but these patrols were poorly equipped because the militar y
had taken many of the residents’ �rearms and horses.91

Residents were further disillusioned with the army because the in-
creased Indian attacks and the militar y’s efforts to suppress the Texas
rebellion hampered the economy of Matamoros. Trade pro�ts were �our-
ishing prior to the outbreak of the Texas insurrection, but Indian in-
cursions greatly curtailed inland trade beginning in 1836. The lack of
military protection permitted robbers to prey upon overland caravans.
Moreover, Texas rebels began seizing Mexican ships early the same year
and threatened to con�scate North American vessels engaged in trade
with Mexico. During July and August 1836, the government of Texas en-
forced a blockade of Matamoros. As a result Mexicans’ antagonism to-
ward North American merchants increased and ultimately motivated the
traders to leave the country in large numbers. At the conclusion of the
Texas Revolution, the villas del norte were in �nancial ruin. Maritime
trade resumed, but at lower levels than previous ones due to the de-
parture of most North American merchants and the loss of con�dence
in secure commerce among the remaining traders.92

The rebellion’s end did not alleviate matters because government
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of�cials proceeded to ask for more supplies and recruits and the army
continued its mistreatment of civilians. Not surprisingly, the norteños
refused to obey the government’s prohibitions against pursuing com-
mercial relations with colonists in Texas. By this time, the vecinos had
become dependent on smuggled North American goods because of�-
cial trade channels did not provide the quantity and quality of supplied
needed.Citizens from Laredo, for example, ignored the military’s threats
and traveled to Texas to exchange their cattle for supplies. Military com-
manders angrily accused residents of treason because “forgetting the
label of mexicanos, they continued trading with the enemies of the na-
tion, protecting them with clandestine commerce . . . and in fact, rec-
ognizing the independence of Texas.” An individual vecino in nineteenth-
century northern Tamaulipas shared sentiments with Owen Lattimore’s
frontier dweller, whose “political loyalty to his own country may in this
way be emphatically modi�ed by his economic self-interest.”93

The inhabitants of the villas del norte emerged from their experience
during the Texas Revolution politically and emotionally distant from the
national government at best; they had lived under the jurisdiction of the
Mexican national government for more than �fteen years.During this brief
period, legal and illegal trade had �ourished but the government’s repeated
petitions for assistance had curtailed the economic prosperity of the
towns. As the region emerged from the economic devastation of the war,
its inhabitants continued ignoring the orders of the centralist government
that demanded their support but did little for their bene�t. The norteños
followed the pattern of other frontier people who have had “ambivalent
loyalties” because they “inevitably set up their own nexus of social con-
tact and joint interest” with other frontier dwellers (not necessarily citi-
zens of the same nation). The vecinos certainly had “ambivalent loyalties,”
as did others living in Mexico’s northern borderlands whose wavering sen-
timents were intensi�ed by “the neglect of the central government, ex-
treme distance from the nation’s core, and by virulent regionalism.”94

Conclusion

The inhabitants of the villas del norte confronted signi�cant political
changes during the �rst half of the nineteenth century. Mexico’s war of
independence transformed them from subjects of the Spanish Crown into
citizens of the Mexican nation. As the national government attempted to
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incorporate the northern borderlands into the nation, it introduced eco-
nomic and political changes that in�uenced the entire community. Its
goals were partially frustrated because the residents of the villas did not
develop a strong national allegiance. Rather, they held onto a regional
identity that had developed gradually under the royal administration. Like
other citizens living in Mexico’s Far North, the vecinos of the villas de-
veloped a heightened sense of regionalism as they became alienated from
the nation because of the national government’s neglect and the large
physical distances from the country’s administrative authorities.95 Ironi-
cally, the Mexican state’s actions enlarged the existing schism between
the vecinos of the villas and national leaders. The national government’s
policies alienated norteños who grew increasingly frustrated with its fail-
ures to address the region’s economic concerns, protect the towns from
Indian attacks, and stop the civilians’ mistreatment by the military.

Residents of the villas resisted various state-building efforts during
the early nineteenth century. When the burden of New Spain’s coun-
terinsurgency program—during the 1810s—proved too heavy, the ve-
cinos resisted and indirectly hindered the royal state’s effort to prevent
Mexico’s independence. The new Mexican government’s attempts to fos-
ter nationalist sentiment produced mixed results. It was hampered by
Mexico’s prolonged political instability. Through various acts of non-
compliance, the norteños also resisted Mexico’s efforts at state building.
Residents of the villas del norte adopted the new discourse of national-
ism but their political identi�cation with their region remained un-
changed. Indeed, it intensi�ed as the national government, like the royal
government earlier, placed its interests above those of the people living
on the northern periphery. In response, the villas del norte and other
communities engaged in daily acts of resistance that hindered Mexico’s
attempts to maintain control of Texas. Caught between the state-building
goals of Texas and Mexico, the norteños reluctantly chose Mexico but
their sense of regional identity and alienation from the national gov-
ernment persisted. As the middle of the nineteenth century approached,
the vecinos remained neglected citizens of Mexico and willing trade part-
ners with merchants in the United States.96
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